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The moisture control measures needed to
treat mold infestations can be better
served by managing the other
environmental factors that promote mold
growth, such as temperature, humidity,
ventilation, and materials, than by
treating mold itself [ 29 ]. Air Conditioning
In both the United States and the
European Union, indoor air temperatures
are regulated by law to stay between
22°C and 26°C (71°F and 77°F). The US
codes cover spaces of 5,000 square
meters (54,000 square feet) or less. The
EU standard covers all indoor spaces,
regardless of size [ 30 ]. In both the EU
and the US, building codes require
ventilation systems with a minimum
volume of 20 cubic meters per person for
a maximum of 15 people at once [ 31 ].
The following charts show the
recommended minimum ventilation rates
to maintain a desired temperature range
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Surface Wood Wood is one of the primary
sources of mold and fungus spores [ 32 ].
Long-term exposure to moisture can
cause wood to rot, affecting the health
and function of structures in which it is
used [ 33 ]. To prevent this, care should
be taken to protect walls and beams that
are subject to moisture, such as any
exterior sheathing or insulation
immediately above exterior basement
walls or external window walls. In
addition, surrounding soil should be
graded away from the sides of the
structure so that standing water cannot
collect. If moisture is present in a
structure, a rain gutter should be fitted to
direct it away from the foundation. [ 34 ]
Finally, if rain gutters are not present, a
properly installed sump pump should
divert water that falls during rain storms.
Concrete Concrete is a porous material
that easily retains moisture and makes a
good home for mold and bacteria [ 35 ].
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The best way to keep molds and the like
from growing in your walls or in the
concrete of a building is to drain moisture
from the foundation and to insulate the
walls so that they don't act like sponges
for moisture. [ 36 ] Water As with
moisture control, removing standing
water from a house or building is the best
way to prevent mold growth [ 37 ]. Any
open areas of damp surfaces should be
filled with masonry or concrete and
ridged. [ 38 ] This will help prevent the
development of a rain garden.
Protective/Damp Rainshading Shelter:
Basic foundation wall and roof:
Resistance to moisture flow: Water
drainage: Damp Rainshade: Moisture
retention under tiles or concrete: Use of
standing water to warm the home:
Moisture retention and maturation:
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Ultimately, on the planet's surface, the
crackers had no choice but to dig a

massive hole in the ground, excavate,
and then backfill the hole in an attempt to

cover the crack. [ 27 ] This was another
risky move as the surface microbe count
increased and the C.E.C. was forced to

reduce the concentration of DNA sent into
the atmosphere, which then led to an

even higher microbe count, which led to
greater water infiltration that made the

process even more perilous and costly. To
fix the situation, the crackers were forced
to alter the planet's atmosphere to make

it more like Earth's. If a person in the
nighttime enters a building without

breaking or enters and conceals himself
in a dwelling house, outhouse, water tank
or other building permanently affixed to
realty, or any ship, vessel or vessel or
railroad car and commits an offense
defined in subsection B, he shall be
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deemed guilty of statutory burglary, and
if he is armed with a deadly weapon at

the time of such entry, he shall be guilty
of a Class 2 felony. Nothing in this

subsection (H) shall limit the right of the
person to defend himself from unlawful
entry into his dwelling house, outhouse,

water tank or other building permanently
affixed to realty or any ship, vessel or

railroad car, or any automobile, truck or
trailer, in accordance with the provisions
of subsection E of this section. If a person
in the nighttime enters a building without
breaking or enters and conceals himself

in a dwelling house, outhouse, water tank
or other building permanently affixed to
realty, or any ship, vessel or vessel or
railroad car and commits an offense

defined in subsection C of this section, he
shall be deemed guilty of statutory

burglary, and if he is armed with a deadly
weapon at the time of such entry, he shall
be guilty of a Class 2 felony. 5ec8ef588b
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